Approved Supplier of Composite materials to aerospace customers.

Boeing Distribution Services is a leading provider of high-performance composite material for the aerospace industry. These aerospace-qualified materials are highly suitable for many interior and structural applications for manufacturing and repair of composite assemblies and components.

The advantages of the material are light weight, specific strength and design flexibility.

Our comprehensive range of composites include:

- Adhesive Films
- Adhesives & Primers
- Advanced Fibers
- Bagging Films
- Carbon Fibers
- Core Materials
- Fabrics
- Honeycombs
- Gel Coats
- Low Density Compounds
- Metal & Glass Fabrics
- Metal Cloths
- Mold Release
- Peel Ply
- Pre-Peg Fabrics
- Putty Compounds
- Reinforcements
- Release Agents
- Release Films
- Resins & Filler Materials
- Structural Adhesives & Primers
- Tacky & Flashbreaker Tapes
- Tapes
- Vacuum Processing Materials
- Wall laminates

Simplify your supplier base by relying on Boeing Distribution Services for Composite materials:

- One source for more of the parts and products you need
- Conformity with Specifications
- Services reliability and proven quality
- Warehouses strategically located around the world
- AOG support available 24/7
- Dry-ice shipping

This is only a selection of our product range.

Contact Boeing Distribution Services for all of your Composites requirements at Chemical.Support@BoeingDistribution.com or go to BoeingDistribution.com
Composites

FILLER MATERIALS
SIKA MICROBALLOONS

TEDLAR FILMS
DU PONT TEDLAR PVF FILM

HONEYCOMB
HEXCEL FLEX-CORE
HEXCEL CRIII
HEXCEL RIGICELL
HEXCEL HRH
HEXCEL HDC
HEXCEL HRP

ADHESIVE FILMS
3M AF131
3M AF163
3M AF191
CYTEC FM1000
CYTEC FM123
CYTEC FM300
CYTEC FM377S
CYTEC FM410
CYTEC FM490
CYTEC FM73
HENKEL EA9628
HENKEL EA9658
HENKEL EA9695
HENKEL EA9696
HEXCEL REDUX FAMILY

MOLD RELEASE
HENKEL FREKOTE 44NC
HENKEL FREKOTE 55NC
HENKEL FREKOTE B15
HENKEL FREWAX
HENKEL FREKOTE HMT
HENKEL FREKOTE PMC
HENKEL FREKOTE 700NC
HENKEL FREKOTE 770NC
SHER-FAB MOLD-RELEASE 225
SHER-FAB PLASTILEASE
SIKA CHEMLEASE

PREPEGs
GURIT EP 121
GURIT EHG 250
GURIT EHG 275
GURIT PF 801
HEXCEL 1454GM
HEXCEL HEXPLY
HEXCEL HEXFLOW

FABRICS
CARR OF FABRIC
EUROCARBON CARBONE FIBRE
HEXCEL HEXFORCE
HEXCEL HEXTOW
HEXCEL PRIMETEX
PORCHER 91111
PORCHER 91135
PORCHER 91745
PORCHER 92110
PORCHER 92125
PORCHER 92140
PORCHER 92626

METAL CLOTHS
BENDER AEROMESH
GANTOIS BRONZE-MESH
HAVER & BOECKER COPPER MESH
HAVER & BOECKER ALUMINIUM MESH
SPÖRL BRONZE-MESH

VACUUM PROCESSING MATERIALS
AIRTECH A2750FG
AIRTECH A4000
AIRTECH AIRDAM
AIRTECH AIRFLOW
AIRTECH AIRHOLD
AIRTECH AIRKAP
AIRTECH AIRTAC
AIRTECH AIRWEAVE
AIRTECH BIG-BLUE-L
AIRTECH BLEEDER-LEASE
AIRTECH DAHLPCMC
AIRTECH DAHLTEX SP
AIRTECH ECONOFLOW
AIRTECH ECONOLEASE
AIRTECH FLASHPAC
AIRTECH GREENFLOW
AIRTECH HTRIL
AIRTECH HTRIL
AIRTECH IPPLON
AIRTECH NEF-38
AIRTECH POLYETHYLENE-TUBING
AIRTECH POLYETHYLENE-SPIRAL-WRAP
AIRTECH RELEASE ALL SAFELEASE
AIRTECH DAHLAR RELEASE BAG
AIRTECH RELEASE EASE
AIRTECH RELEASE-PLY
AIRTECH RESINFLOW

Contact your Boeing Distribution Services representative to find out more or go to BoeingDistribution.com